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A grasshopper at LBJ National Grasslands

The Food Web that Supports Life
(I wrote this in 2013 for Frog Calls, the newsletter of Crosstimbers Connection)

It all started with grass. Fresh, new shoots of the kinds of grasses
that grow on the prairie. Grasses with names like Little Bluestem,
Indiangrass, and Sideoats Grama. And because of grass and other
green plants, a Red-tailed Hawk soars in the skies of north Texas.
And also because of these grasses, a Bullsnake cruises along the
prairie at sunset in the last rays of sunlight.
In fact, maybe we should say that it all started with those rays of sun-
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light. After all, it is the energy in sunlight that green plants use to
make food for themselves. Then if we eat the plant, it becomes our
food. We eat spinach, squash, carrots, and other plants to get the
food they created using sunlight. And lots of animals – like rabbits,
grasshoppers, or deer – eat plants as a source of food.

m

Some of those prairie grasses were eaten by a grasshopper. A little,
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green grasshopper that was just a little too slow. If it was faster, it
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the grasshopper and ate it. It ate dozens of other insects that day,
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might have hopped away from the Spotted Whiptail lizard that
thought it would make a tasty treat. As it was, the lizard pounced on
and since each insect had stored the energy from the plants it had
eaten, the lizard was benefiting from all that food created by the
Bluestem and the Indiangrass.
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The Food Web That Supports Life, continued
Nearby, a couple of Northern Pygmy Mice were nesting
under some old cactus pads from a prickly pear cactus.
These little gray mice had grown up on a diet of plants,
and they especially liked small seeds. It also happened
that a Western Coachwhip snake was prowling around
the area, looking for food. This long, slender snake had
large bright eyes and would raise the forward part of its
body from time to time and look around, flicking its jet-

and the snake got another meal.
The body of the lizard had been fed by many insects, and
most of the insects were plant-eaters. The energy of all
those plants, passing through the insects and then the
lizard, was used by the snake to grow and to chase down
more food.
But that was not the end of the story. A few weeks later,

black tongue out to pick up a “taste” of its surroundings.

the Coachwhip was once again slipping through the

mice, it poked its head into the burrow under the cactus

branches of a live oak tree, a Red-tailed Hawk looked out

It used everything it could see and smell to know if food – grasses and poking its head into burrows or under rocks,
looking for food. Thirty yards away, perched on the high
or danger – was nearby. Picking up traces of the nearby
pads. The snake grabbed the first mouse and pinned it
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A Spotted Whiptail lizard

light brown
scales slipped around clumps of grass and rocks, as its
reddish brown head looked this way and that. The
Coachwhip spotted the Whiptail lizard, and the chase was
on. Both reptiles were agile and quick, and the Whiptail
could dart ahead and suddenly stop, becoming nearly
invisible in the tangle of grass. Its dark body had light yellow-green stripes which blended in with the grasses and
made it harder to make out the outline of its body. The
slightest movement would trigger another dash by the
lizard, running in a blur of speed for another eight or ten
feet. But ultimately, it could not outrun the Coachwhip,

of the hawk. It
made a frantic
dash toward the

edge of the woods, and as the hawk got close, the snake
turned hard to the left without slowing down. The hawk
used its powerful wings to pivot in midair and drop on to
the snake. Strong talons and a sharp beak ended the
snake’s life, and the hawk almost immediately rose into
the air and carried the Coachwhip’s body up to a safe
perch for a leisurely meal.
The food had started in the leaves of plants, and then was
used by insects or mice. It passed from these animals to
lizards and snakes, and finally to a hawk. Anything that
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The Food Web That Supports Life, continued
harmed the plants could, in turn, affect a great many oth-

plants and animals that are all connected to each other.

er animals, even the ones that do not eat plants. In one

The plants do not just support insects, they are food for

way or another, plants and animals are all linked in this

rats and mice, rabbits, deer, and other animals. Some

way. Grasses and herbs feed Hispid Cotton Rats that are

animals take food at different levels - for example, Box

in turn eaten by that Bullsnake that we mentioned earlier.

Turtles may eat green plants, mushrooms, fruit, insects,

A Coyote might also eat the Cotton Rats (and perhaps the and may feed off the bodies of dead animals.
Bullsnake).

Sometimes it’s sad to think about how our favorite kind of

When biologists talk about how energy is passed from

animal is killed in the wild. Snake lovers may not like it

the plant up through the insect, to the lizard, to the snake, that hawks eat snakes. Many bird lovers are unhappy that
and to the hawk, they describe it as a “food chain.” Each

some snakes such as Western Ratsnakes eat birds. It may

link in the chain is a plant or animal. The grass is one link,

be helpful to remember that this is part of the big picture

and the insect is another. The lizard is a link further up the in which everything participates in a food web that supchain, followed by the snake and finally the hawk.

ports all life.

Any prairie or forest or pond has many of these links at
each level, and so biologists talk about a “food web” of

A patch of prairie at LBJ National Grasslands, with Little Bluestem and other grasses and plants
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A page for younger readers and older folks to
look at together—to read, talk, and maybe color.

The Blackstripe Topminnow
•

Minnows are little fish, and Blackstripe Topminnows are only two or three inches long

•

They like shallow water in ponds or creeks, where they usually swim near the surface

•

They have a dark stripe on their sides, starting at the mouth and going all the way to the tail

•

That dark stripe is more jagged on male fish, and more of a smooth line on females

•

If you look down at the top of a Blackstripe Topminnow that is swimming, you can see a spot
of gold color on the top of its head

•

Like other fish, they breathe by taking water in through the mouth and moving it past their
gills, which work kind of like our lungs

•

They like to eat small insects, including mosquito larvae

Sketch by Michael Smith

B L A C K S T R I P E TO P M I N N O W
You can color the fish and even trace the letters to spell out the name. To get more information
about the Blackstripe Topminnow, go to the Ohio Department of Natural Resources website:
http://wildlife.ohiodnr.gov/species-and-habitats/species-guide-index/fish/blackstriped-topminnow
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Meet Your Neighbors:

Southern Leopard Frog
A medium-sized spotted frog found in creeks, ponds, marshes, and nearby areas

male

female

What are they?
Southern Leopard Frogs grow to a body length of about three inches and have strong back legs that they use to
jump away. They may be light brown or green, and have dark spots of the top of their bodies and legs. This species
has light-colored ridges down each side of the back (the “dorsolateral ridges”). There is a light dot at the center of
each eardrum.
Where are they found?
They are found through the eastern half of Texas, through many of the states in the Mississippi River drainage,
through the southeastern U.S. and up to southern New York. They live in ditches, creeks, ponds, lake shores, and
marshes.
What do they eat?
Leopard Frogs eat insects and other invertebrates.
What is their behavior like?
They are shy and wary, sometimes sitting still when first seen but if you get too close, they leap away.
How do they reproduce?
Males make breeding calls that include repeated “chuck-chuck-chuck” and growling sorts of noises to attract females. Females lay eggs in the water, and eggs hatch into tadpoles that grow and transform into air-breathing adult
frogs.
See: Lang Elliott, Carl Gerhardt, & Carlos Davidson (2009) The Frogs & Toads of North America. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
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A book about field herping in Texas, with stories of travels to the Big Bend, Rio
Grande Valley, Big Thicket, and other places, finding many of the reptiles and
amphibians in each region. Available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and at
bookstores. (Texas A&M University Press, 2018)
Contents:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Seven Nights on the Great Rattlesnake High-

Introduction

way in the Rolling Plains

The Big Thicket
The Piney Woods
The Gulf Coast Prairies & Marshes
South Texas & The Rio Grande Valley
The Edwards Plateau
The Cross Timbers
The Blackland Prairie & Post Oak Savannah

•
•
•
•
•

At the Doorstep of the Trans-Pecos
The Chihuahuan Desert
The Mountains of the Trans-Pecos
Final Thoughts: Getting Started Field Herping
Afterword: Copperhead Road for the Generations

The Plains Grasslands & Palo Duro Canyon

And another book coming in 2020!
The Wild Lives of Reptiles & Amphibians: A Young Herpetologist’s Guide, by Michael Smith
(Expected in spring of 2020 from Texas A&M University Press)

If you would like to learn more about the reptiles and amphibians living in North America, this book will interest you.
The book tells about how they live (how to snakes move? why do frogs call? how do they get through the winter?
how does snake venom work? and so on) by describing the lives of sixteen species in five different habitats—the
creeks, the woodlands, the rivers and bottomlands, the desert, and the plains. Other chapters tell about how to find
them, how to plan successful and safe field herping trips, how these animals have influenced our stories and cultures,
as well as the urgent need to conserve them and the places where they live.
You can follow the progress of the book as it nears publication at the blog: www.herpbook.wordpress.com

Michael Smith is a naturalist who has lived most of his life in North Texas. He has given talks on herpetology, led
nature walks, is co-editor of the Post Oak & Prairie Journal, and served as an officer in herpetological societies. He
has written for Texas Parks & Wildlife Magazine, co-authored the book Herping Texas, and has a second book expected in spring, 2020. He also works with children and young people as a licensed Psychological Associate. He
blogs at www.livesinnature.com and can be reached at livesinnature@outlook.com.

